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Despite these improvements, however, disordered speech
recognition is still unacceptably low, rendering the technology
unusable for speakers who could benefit the most. Word error
rates (WER) for three commercially available ASR systems
(IBM Watson, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure Bing) for
individuals with severely dysarthric speech are high (range: 7889%), resulting in a low percentage (range: 0-1.2%) of correctly
transcribed sentences [3]. The poor recognition is partly due to
the diversity and complexity of atypical speech patterns [4] and
insufficient training data [5]. To navigate these challenges,
researchers have largely focused on small vocabulary
recognition from small cohorts of individuals [6,7] using
personalized models rather than more generalizable speakerindependent models [8–11].
Benchmarking the state-of-the-art accuracy of disordered
speech recognition is, however, difficult because of differences
across studies in the (a) settings and devices used to record
speech (e.g., a laboratory setting using a headset microphone
vs. a cell phone in a noisy home environment), (b) demands of
the speaking tasks (spontaneous speech vs. reading, or complete
sentences vs. single words), and (c) participants' characteristics
in terms of underlying etiologies, speech impairment type, and
speech impairment severity. Reporting a high accuracy rate, for
example, is less impressive if the participant cohort only
includes mildly affected talkers rather than more severely
affected talkers [12].
In this paper, we report ASR accuracy from a diverse cohort
of speakers with disordered speech in terms of etiology,
severity, and atypical speech characteristics. Speech recordings
were obtained under conditions that were consistent with the
intended use-case - in each user's home environment using their
native hardware. Personalized ASR models were evaluated by
comparing their recognition accuracies with those of ASR
baseline models developed for typical speech and expert human
transcribers. Comparing the performances of personalized ASR
models with those of human listeners provides a benchmark for
evaluating ASR's potential to repair or assist human
communication [13]. We also consider the characteristics of the
speaker and their speech and technical factors that may degrade
recognition accuracy, such as recording quality and training set
size. Understanding why ASR works better for some speakers
than others will aid ongoing efforts to maximize ASR
performance across a broadening range of speech disorders
[14,15].

Abstract
This study evaluated the accuracy of personalized automatic
speech recognition (ASR) for recognizing disordered speech
from a large cohort of individuals with a wide range of
underlying etiologies using an open vocabulary. The
performance of these models was benchmarked relative to that
of expert human transcribers and two different speakerindependent ASR models trained on typical speech. 432
individuals with self-reported disordered speech recorded at
least 300 short phrases using a web-based application. Word
error rates (WERs) were estimated for three different ASR
models and for human transcribers. Metadata were collected to
evaluate the potential impact of participants, atypical speech
characteristics, and technical factors on recognition accuracy.
Personalized models outperformed human transcribers with
median and max recognition accuracy gains of 9% and 80%,
respectively. The accuracies of personalized models were high
(median WER: 4.6%) and better than those of speakerindependent models (median WER: 31%). The most significant
improvements were for the most severely affected speakers.
Low signal-to-noise ratio and fewer training utterances were
associated with poor word recognition, even for speakers with
mild speech impairments. Our results demonstrate the efficacy
of personalized ASR models in recognizing a wide range of
speech impairments and severities and using an open
vocabulary.
Index Terms: speech recognition, speech disorders,
personalized models, automatic speech recognition

1. Introduction
Speech impairments affect millions of individuals, limiting
self-expression, vocational opportunities, and access to new
technologies. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) could open
doors to independence for these individuals by improving
access to dictation and home automation, and ultimately
facilitating more fluid real-time conversations through machine
translation. ASR accuracy has improved significantly over
recent years owing to the increased computational power of
deep learning systems and the availability of large training
datasets. Accuracy benchmarks for commercial systems are
now as high as 95% for many speakers and applications [1,2].
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based on the 1 and 5 quintiles of the WER distribution,
respectively. Speech and technical metadata were compared by
calculating the between-group effect sizes (Cohen's D) for each
metadata label.
Surprisingly High WER subset (SurpHigh). The High
WER subset was further filtered to include only participants
with typical speech or mild speech severity labels within the
High WER group. These data were used to determine whether
specific speech labels or technical factors increased the WER.
Human transcription WER subset. To compare the
accuracies of personalized models with those of human
listeners, we created a subset that included only the participants
(n = 116) for which human transcriptions were obtained.
Participants in this subset represented the full range of speech
severity. These word-level orthographic transcriptions were
performed by experienced listeners (3 SLPs with experience
serving persons with dysarthria) and obtained for 30 randomly
selected phrases.
Training set sizes for the ASR models were comparable
across all severity groups (range across severities = 60
utterances). The median test set size for the ASR models was
75 utterances.

2. Methods

st

2.1. Participants and speech recordings

Our participant cohort included 432 English speakers with
various etiologies, speech impairment types, and speech
impairment severities. All of our participants were 18 years or
older. Data were collected only after explicit consent had been
granted by individuals to provide speech samples for the
purpose of research and improving speech recognition products
and services. We provided users with clear information
pertaining to the purpose of the data collection and scope of
research. The speech recordings were obtained remotely using
a web-based platform and the participants' native environment
and hardware, which could be a cell phone, tablet, or computer,
with or without an external microphone. Details of data
collection are described in a companion paper by MacDonald
et al. [16]. Participants read phrases randomly from a screen
prompt. The phrases came from different target domains,
including home automation, typical phrases used in
communication with a caregiver, and longer conversational
phrases.
2.2. Metadata
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Table 1: Speaker characteristics with participant count (and
percentage) on the full dataset and three subsets of
participants: (1) Low WER, (2) High WER, and (3) SurpHigh
WER subset.

Participant metadata. Participant metadata are presented
in Table 1. Information pertaining to participants' age and sex
was not collected owing to privacy reasons, whereas that
pertaining to etiology, although unsolicited, was provided by a
majority of the participants or else inferred by a licensed
speech-language pathologist (SLP). Missing data included
instances when labels were difficult to determine or were
unavailable.
Speech features metadata. The SLPs graded each
participant's speech along ten different speech, voice, and
resonance features using a 5-point Likert scale (typical, mild,
moderate, severe, and profound). The features included overall
severity, intelligibility, fastness, slowness, prosody,
consistency, articulatory, phonatory, resonatory, and
respiratory. Owing to the small number of participants in the
profound speech severity group (n = 5), we combined these
subjects' data with that of the severe severity group.
Technical factors metadata. For each participant, we
recorded the number of utterances used to train their
personalized model and an algorithmic estimate of overall
recording quality as indexed by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
[17].
2.3. Data sets

Full dataset. The full dataset contained recordings from
432 speakers, all of whom recorded 300 or more utterances. The
median number of training utterances was 1530 (min = 304,
max = 9830). We split our datasets into training (80%), dev
(10%), and test (10%) phrases. Splitting was done at the phrase
level, such that each recording of a given phrase was always
added to the same split (train, test, or dev) across all speakers.
The full dataset was divided into several subsets to address
specific experimental questions as described below.
High & Low WER subsets. To identify the factors
associated with poor ASR performance, we created a subset of
participant data with low and high personalized model WERs
1

2.4. Automatic speech recognition

We evaluated the recognition accuracies of two speakerindependent ASR systems trained and optimized for typical
speech, and on ASR models personalized to the speech of our
432 participants with disordered speech.
Speaker-independent ASR models. The first speakerindependent ASR model (SI-1) was accessed via Google's
Speech-to-Text API 1 , a commercial, highly accurate, server-

https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text
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of both speaker-independent ASR models increased
significantly with severity (p > 0.001). In contrast, the WERs of
the personalized ASR models were similar for the normal, mild,
and moderate groups (pooled median = 3.8%) but were
significantly greater (median = 13%) for the severe group ( p >
0.001).

based ASR solution. Google's Speech-to-Text is readily
available and integrated into third-party products. The second
speaker-independent model (SI-2) was an end-to-end ASR
model based on the well-studied RNN-T architecture [18].
Our encoder network consists of 8 layers and the predictor
network consists of 2 layers of uni-directional LSTM cells.
Inputs were 80-dimensional log-mel filterbank energies.
Outputs were probability distributions over a 4k word piece
model vocabulary. Following the procedure described in [19],
training was performed using ~162,000 h of typical speech
(from Google's internal production dataset) and techniques
designed to (a) make the resulting model more robust across
various application domains and acoustic scenarios, and (b)
generalize well to unseen conditions. SI-1 allowed us to
benchmark the personalized model performance relative to a
publicly available ASR system. SI-2 allowed us to benchmark
the personalized model performance while controlling for
model architecture, which was identical to that of the
personalized model.
Personalized ASR models. For each of the 432
participants with disordered speech, we create a personalized
ASR model (SI-2) from their own recordings. Our fine-tuning
procedure was optimized for our adaptation process, where we
only have between ¼ and 2 h of data per speaker. We found that
updating only the first five encoder layers (versus the complete
model) worked best and successfully prevented overfitting [10].
We applied SpecAugment [20] as a regularization method to
increase robustness using parameters optimized for dysarthric
speech. Specifically, SpecAugment worked best when we
reduced the frequency masking and massively increased the
time masking settings (as compared with the defaults found in
typical speech). These effects are likely explained by the
slowness and lower spectral diversity of the disordered speech.
We used the Adam optimizer with a low learning rate (1e-5).

Figure 1: Top panel: WER for each model. Bottom panel:
WER as a function of severity for each model. **** = p<.001
3.2. Speech characteristics, low SNR, and fewer training
utterances adversely affected personalized ASR models

The participant metadata for the Low (1 quintile) and High
WER (5 quintile) subsets are displayed in columns 2 and 3 in
Table 1. Among the etiologies, cerebral palsy was
disproportionately represented in the High WER group (p
<.05). Severity was lower in the Low WER group than in the
High WER group (p < .01). Figure 2 shows Cohen's d effect
sizes for the speech and technical metadata. The SurpHigh
WER group had fewer training utterances and lower SNR
compared with the Low WER group (p < .01) resulting in large
(negative) effect sizes, with all other factors having small effect
sizes except fastness. However, the High WER group exhibited
medium to large differences across all factors.
st

th

3. Results
All WERs were calculated on the home automation test sets,
with phrases typically containing 2-4 words. WERs were first
calculated on a per-speaker level (on each speaker's test set) and
then aggregated (median) across speakers.
3.1. Personalized ASR models significantly outperformed
speaker-independent models and accurately recognized
diverse types of speech impairments.

The overall model performance on disordered speech was
measured on the full data set, i.e., across all 432 speakers. As
displayed in Figure 1, the two speaker-independent ASR
models (SI-1 and SI-2) perform very similarly (correlation
coefficient: 0.96) with median WERs of 31.5% and 29.4%,
respectively. In contrast, WERs were substantially lower for the
personalized ASR models with a median WER of 4.6%. This
trend was apparent for all speech severity groups (p > 0.001, for
all pairwise comparisons). Although the median WER of the
personalized ASR models was very low, (a) 30 of the 432 cases
(7%) had a WER greater than 24%, which was the statistical
outlier threshold based on the 3rd quartile + 1.5 * interquartile
range criteria, and (b) approximately 113 of the cases (26%)
exceeded the more conservative target WER of 10%, a WER
that is likely to result in more wide-spread acceptance among
users. Additional analyses were conducted to identify the
speaker, speech, and technical factors that negatively affected
these individuals' ASR performance. WERs are shown as a
function of severity in the bottom panel of Figure 1. The WERs

3.3. Personalized ASR models outperformed human speech
recognition

To compare ASR with human listeners, we calculated machine
and human transcription WERs from the human transcription
WER subset. The top panel of Figure 3 shows the mean WER
and cumulative probability plot for each method. The bottom
panel shows the delta between the WERs of the personalized
models and the human listeners (left pane) and the personalized
models and SI-1 (right pane). Negative values indicate a lower
WER for personalized ASR than for human listeners/speakerindependent ASR. The WERs were, on average, lower for
personalized ASR models compared with both human
transcribers and speaker-independent ASR, with the most
notable gains in recognition accuracy for the participants with
human WERs greater than 20 %.
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speaking conditions, such as during longer utterances or
spontaneous conversations. A follow-up analysis conducted by
our group on longer conversational phrases, yielded a relative
median WER improvement of 60–77% for participants with
mild, moderate, and severe speech impairments. A more
comprehensive analysis of this data will be presented in future
work.
Despite our encouraging results, WERs were greater than
10% for approximately 26% of the participants. For the
speakers with typical to mild severity in this group, recognition
accuracies were degraded primarily by technical factors (i.e.,
smaller training set size and lower SNR) rather than atypical
speech features. In contrast, for speakers with moderate to
severe severity in this group, degraded performance was due to
the combined influence of atypical speech features, a low SNR,
and a smaller number of training utterances (see Figure 2).
These findings underscore the need for more robust strategies
to mitigate the impact of noise on disordered speech recognition
[23]. Additional research is also needed to determine if the low
SNR is due to extrinsic sources of noise rather than the noisy
components of disordered speech, such as aperiodic phonation
[24,25] or hypernasality [26].
Intelligibility and severity were the most prominent atypical
speech features in the High WER group; however, other speech
features also emerged, including abnormal prosody,
articulation, and phonation. These speech features are known to
degrade overall speech intelligibility [27,28].
Different speech disorder presentations are expected to
impact ASR non-uniformly. The distribution of speech disorder
types within the High WER group indicates that dysarthria due
to cerebral palsy was particularly difficult to model. For these
speakers, robust recognition may require a more diverse and
larger training set, and perhaps one that contains multiple
repetitions of weakly predicted utterances [29].
These results demonstrate the potential of personalized
ASR models for improving access to technology and functional
communication in persons with speech impairments. The
accuracies of the personalized models were as good as or even
better than expert human listeners. Despite the promising
performance, additional research is needed to improve the
robustness of personalized ASR when (a) speech is produced
under more demanding conditions such as everyday functional
communication, (b) training utterances are difficult to acquire,
and (c) speech is characterized by low intelligibility and,
possibly, high production variability. This research will be
enhanced by continued efforts to obtain larger and more diverse
atypical speech training datasets and understand the individuallevel factors that degrade ASR.

Figure 2: Speech disorder and technical metadata effect sizes
for the High WER - Low WER subset and SuprHigh-Low WER
subset. Positive effects indicated that the group values of the
High WER group were greater than Low WER groups'.

Figure 3: Top panel: Differences in WER between
personalized model vs human transcription and speakerindependent ASR (SI-1). Bottom panel: Differences in WER by
severity

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Our results demonstrate the efficacy of personalized ASR
models for recognizing a wide range of speech impairments and
severities using an open vocabulary. The accuracy of these
models was excellent (i.e., median WER of 4.8%) for most
speakers and similar or better than those of expert human
listeners. Although personalized WERs were highest for the
severe speech impairment group, they were still relatively low
at a median of 13%. The relative gains in recognition accuracy
of moderately and severely disordered speech afforded by the
personalized models were as high as 80%, with a median of 9%,
as compared to the human transcriptions. The median gains in
accuracy afforded by the personalized ASR models was 49%,
compared with those of the speaker-independent models for
moderately and severely disordered speech. The inadequacy of
commercially available ASR systems for recognizing severely
disordered speech is well documented [3,21,22]. Although our
findings are encouraging for users of domains that require only
short phrases (e.g., home automation), additional research is
needed to evaluate ASR performance during more challenging
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